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It is the purpose of this paper to prove the following :

Theorem. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, T an abelian topo-

logical group, and (X, T, ir) a transformation group ; then the following

statements are equivalent: (I) For each index a of X there exist a replete

semigroup Paß(ZT and an index ß of X such that (x, y)£j3 implies

(xp, yp)(£a for each pÇzPap. (II) T is uniformly equicontinuous.

The reference for definitions both in the above theorem and in

what follows is Topological dynamics by W. H. Gottschalk and

G. A. Hedlund, Providence, 1955. It is tacitly assumed both in the

statement of the theorem and in the remainder of the paper that the

uniformity of X induces the (Hausdorff) topology. We observe that

it is obvious that (II) implies (I); the remainder of the paper is

devoted to proving the converse statement. For each of the following

lemmas we take the following three statements as hypotheses: (1) X

is a compact Hausdorff space, (2) For each index a of X there exist

an index ß of X and a replete semigroup P^CTsuch that (x, y)£/3

implies (xp, yp)Ga for each p(EPaß, (3) T is an abelian topological

group. Full use of all these hypotheses is not made in every lemma.

Throughout the paper Paß will be used to denote a replete semigroup

with the property mentioned in (2) above with respect to the indices

a and ß.

Lemma 1. There exists a finite partition {Ai\l^i^n} of X such

that AipXAipQafor all pGPaß and all i, l<i^n.

Proof. Select ß and Paß according to hypothesis (2). Select 5, a

symmetric index of X, such that ô2 C.ß. Since X is compact there is

a finite set {x¿| 1 ̂ i^n} such that U"_! x¿5 = X. Let ^4i = Xi5, A2 = x2ô

— Xi5, • • • , An = xn5 — [)"~i Xjô. Then {A¡\ 1 á*=í») is a partition of

X. Let x, yGAi\ then x, y£x¿5, whence (x, xt)(x,-, y)£S2C/3 and

{xp, yp)Ea for all pEPaß- Thus AipXAipCoc for all pEPaß and

all i, l^i^n.
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Lemma 2. There exists a finite set of elements F— {py| 1 ̂ ¡j^m}

QPaß such that UJL, pya4*DPai3, where a* = {(p, q) \ p, qC=.Paß, (xp, xq)

(Eafor all xGX}.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that a is sym-

metric, in which case ctn, w>0, are also symmetric. By Lemma 1,

there exists a finite partition {-4¿|l^í^w} of X such that A(p

XAipdoi for all pG.Paß and all i, l^i^n. Since X is compact there

exists a finite set E= {x,| \.újú.k\ such that X = U*=1 XjOL = Ea. Thus

for each i, l^i^n, and for each pCEP*ß, there is some j, í^júk,

such that Xjar\Aip9é0, whence A(p = Xj[a o (AipXAip)](Zxja2.

Hence for each p(E.Paß and each i, i^i^n, there exists at least one

XjÇzE such that ^4,-pCx,0!2. Define for each pGPo^ a class of map-

pings p*: \Ai)-±E by p*= \t\AipCAitct1 for lgtgw}. By the pre-

ceding remarks p* is nonvacuous for each pGP«?. However, the

number of mappings of {Ai} into E is finite (at most kn), thus there

exists a finite subset F(ZPaß such that Upep P* = U/<=f/*. We prove

Pa0 = lW/a4*. Let PGP<wj. Select tEp*, then ¿G/* for some/GE,
whence .4,pC^4¿to2 and ^4¿/C-<4¿to2 for 1 á*áw. If xGX, then xG-<4<

for some ¿, whence xpG-4íPC^4¿to2 and x/G-4./C-4<to2. Hence

(x/, xp)(E(xp, A it) (A it, x/)Ga4 and xpExfa* for all xGX. Thus

pG/«4* and P«s = U/€p/o¡4*. Finally let E= jp,| l^jgm}.

Lemma 3. PÄere exwís a _^wí'íe se¿ of elements, in fact {py1} = E_1

dPZß (where F~1= {p-1|pGEJ and F is the set of Lemma 2) such that

Proof. Let p~lGPae; then pGpy«4* for some p¡. Thus (p, py)G«4*

and (xp, xpy)G«4 for all xGX. Therefore ((xp_1p7"1)P. (xp~'ipjx)pj)

= (xpf1, xp-^Ea* for all xGX, whence (pf\ p_1)Ga4* and p_1

epfW*. Therefore U?.., pfto^DPa/.

Lemma 4. P t's totally bounded in its space index uniformity.

Proof. Let 7 be an index of the space uniformity of P. Select a,

an index of X such that 3 is an index of the uniformity base of the

space index uniformity of P, i.e., 5= {(t, s)\t, sGP, (xt, xs)G« for

all xGX}, and such that a8CT. Let G = FF~1, where E is the finite

set of Lemma 2, whence G is finite.

Now by Lemma 2 Paß CE«4* CE«4, and by Lemma 3 P^C^1«'*

Cf"1«4. Let p, çGP, xGX, then there exists /iGE such that

(xp, x/i) G a4 for all x G X, and in particular (xpq~l, xfiq~l)

= (xq~~lp, xg_1/i)Go:4 for all xGX; Also there exists/¡£F such that

(x/r1, xg-1)Ga4 for all xGX and in particular (x/ig_1, x/i/r^Ga4 for
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all x£X. Consequently (xpq~l, xfifr1) = {xpq~l, x/ig_1)(x/i2_1, x/i/2_1)

£a8 for all x£X, whence pq^GfifrW and PaßPäßCFF-lä*

= GäBdGy.
Since Paß is a replete semigroup it follows from 6.04 (op. cit.) that

T = PaßP~ß CGy, whence T is totally bounded in its space index uni-

formity.

Proof (of the theorem). Since X is compact, X is totally bounded

and T is uniformly continuous. Thus by Ascoli's Theorem [4.38

(op. cit.) ] it follows from Lemma 4 that T is uniformly equicontinu-

ous.

It is perhaps worth mentioning that among other things, we have

proved that if X is a compact metric space and T has the space index

topology, then if PQT, P and P~l are isometrically equivalent. Thus

in particular, if / is a homeomorphism acting in a compact metric

space and {«/} is a set of integers, then {f"'} and {/n'}-1= {/_n'}

are isometrically equivalent.

Finally, the referee has kindly pointed out that with minor modifi-

fications of the proof, particularly of Lemma 4, we could prove that

the following somewhat more general condition is equivalent to uni-

form equicontinuity of T: there exists an integer k such that given

any index a of X, then there exists an index ß of X and a subset

Daß of T such that T = DaßD~£ and (x, y)(Eß implies (xd, y¿)£a for

all dCzDaß. Of course, it is here assumed that T is abelian and X com-

pact Hausdorff.
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